ME170 Lecture Class Assignment #4

1st Official Design Project Task working in your teams

By the end of this weekend, make contact with your team members and arrange a meeting (an in-person meeting or virtual meeting) to discuss your product ideas. Using whatever means you like (e.g. coin toss, vote, designate….?) to choose a product idea and agree on a succinct single-sentence statement that describes this product idea in terms of the problem it solves. Each individual group member should then come up with one concept design solution (each should be uniquely different from other team members):

1. Develop a simple one-sided single-page sketch and bring it to our 8am class next Tuesday (October 4th) and hand it in to me. Make sure you have taken a smartphone photo or photocopy of the sketch, for your own records and to include in subsequent assignments and reports.

2. Write the following on the top of the page of the one-sided single-page sketch:
   a. Your name and Section number
   b. The succinct single-sentence statement that you agree, as a group best describes your product idea

3. Sign and date your sketch; bottom right hand corner of the page. Always important for potential Intellectual Property (IP) reasons – your creativity has value!